**Step 1**
Connect receiver

**Step 2**
Connect transmitter

**Step 3**
Single button push
No app or installs!

---

**Connect HDMI and USB**
Press the power button

Receiver rear panel:
- Power button
  - AC
  - HDMI
- Power in
- Image/Video

Transmitter can get power from USB or AC power

---

**Connect HDMI and USB**
or USB-C

PC
- HDMI/USB

Smartphone, tablet, etc.
- USB-C
  - Available sequentially

---

Single button push
for screen sharing

---

PUSH

LED ON
**Point 1**

Lock mode

Press button for several seconds...

Locked screen
Can be shared only from presenter

Lock mode prevents interrupts from other transmitters

---

**Point 2**

Simultaneously sharing 4 screens

Press sub-button for several seconds

[iOS device]
Genuine Digital AV adaptor by Apple

Up to 4 screens [max. 4K]

Can split to 4 (max.)

---

**Point 3**

Connects to mobile devices

Connect an adaptor and a transmitter *Need USB power

[Android]
Screen sharing from an Android app

Connects up to 32 transmitters at once

HDMI-CEC
Power on/off and automatic input changes

Antibacterial surface treatment for transmitter

---

**Pairing**

When directly connecting a transmitter and the receiver

[Receiver]
1. Power ON

[Transmitter]
2. Switch to "STD mode", then connect USB into the receiver

[Receiver]
3. Press Function button (Remove USB cable after LED flashing)

[Transmitter]
4. Switch to "EXT mode" then plug in USB memory

These steps necessary for first-time connection only *Basic set is paired